It is clear that the invention of artificial light has brought great benefits to mankind. However, are we really using artificial light appropriately? Artificial light's great contribution is to illuminate dark places and enable us to work without inconvenience in places with limited natural light or at night.

In recent years, however, there is increasing evidence on the adverse effects of artificial light at night (LAN) on the nature and on humans. Several studies have reported that inappropriate artificial LAN influences sleep and emotional disturbance in humans \[[@b1-pi-2018-12-14]\]. The dysregulation of the circadian rhythm caused by artificial LAN not only causes sleep problems, but it also has a great influence on mood disorders such as depression, bipolar disorder, and human mood dysregulation \[[@b2-pi-2018-12-14]\]. Excessive artificial LAN and inadequate exposure to natural light during daytime have been found to cause mood disturbances, which, on the contrary, means that appropriate use of artificial light can be used to prevent and treat sleep and mood disorders.

The therapeutic effects of bright light on depression, insomnia, and jet lag are already well known, and Dr. Kripke's website provides useful information for the treatment of such conditions using bright light \[[@b3-pi-2018-12-14]\]. However, we still do not know about the correct application of bright light treatment. Although a previous study reported that manic switches were induced by morning bright light therapy in women with bipolar depression \[[@b4-pi-2018-12-14]\], a recent 6-week randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trial revealed that mid-day bright light therapy was effective in improving depressive symptoms and that it did not increase the risk of manic switch in participants experiencing depressive episodes of bipolar disorders \[[@b5-pi-2018-12-14]\]. It is clear that this study has made significant progress regarding the use of bright light treatment. However, the questions that need further investigation include the use of this treatment to prevent recurrence, the biological mechanisms and potential predictors of treatment effectiveness, and the differences in treatment methods depending on the type of mood disorder.

This issue of the journal includes a study protocol on the use of morning or mid-day bright light therapy for non-seasonal bipolar depressive episodes \[[@b6-pi-2018-12-14]\]. This study protocol is of interest as a study design that validates the effects of morning or midday treatment for non-seasonal bipolar depression. The successful implementation of this study will provide useful information on the treatment of mood disorders, especially bipolar depression. Globalization and the increasing use of individual LED emitting devices will add to the problems occurring due to the disturbance of the light-dark cycle in humans. Therefore, more research needs to focus on the mental and physical health of individuals travelling to places in different time zones and on the effects of the inappropriate use of LAN.
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